On transcribing Ottoman texts
fu Robert Anhegerl (Istanbul)
It is now generallyagreedthat Turkish texts originally
written in Arabic script should be edited in transcription (in a Latin script).The last twenty yearshave seen
a renewed interest in seventeenth-centuryOttoman.
The transcriptionproblemsencounteredthere have led
'Why
transcribeat allz?'. Yet the
somescholarsto sigh
my
opinion, in favour of
answer is undeniably, in
transcriptions,because,as Sir Gerard Clauson said, it
is the duty of the editor to searchfor solutions to the
various problems, and not to pass the buck to the
reader3.

The Turkish language has undergone changes, and
with it the phonology of native Turkish words and of
foreign borrowings. Having becomethe languageof a
vast empire, Turkish was the native language of the
Turks and the secondlanguageof many non-Turkish
speakers.
The actual pronunciation of Turkish at any given
moment is doubtful. Ottoman official writing, with
Istanbul as its centre.was historical and conventional.
Its historical spelling systemobscuresthe relationship
betweenthe spokenand written forms of the language.
Nevertheiess,the generallines along which Ottoman
Turkish developedcan be followed to a certain degree;
we can say that by the secondhalf of the seventeenth
century Ottoman Turkish had developedmost of the
characteristicsof the vowel harmony which are used in
present-dayTurkish. Authors like Evliyá Qelebi provide material for the changein vocalization from iultl
lo uiu resp. r/r7.as shown by H.E. Boeschotenin his
paper.
The printed Turkish literature, in Greek letters,
'Karamanli'
of the Turkish speaking Orthodox
community contributesalso to our knowledgeof later
Ottoman. Late Ottoman dictionarieswhich include the
spoken language,such as R. Youssouf s Dictionnaire
Turc-Franqaisen curat'lèreslatins et íurcs, Constantinople, 1888, are also of value. If we consider the
publications of the Turkish-speakingOrthodox subjects of the Ottoman Empire (the Karamanlis), printed
in their cultural centre Istanbul, the representationof
the vowel harmony can be shown as followse:

Problemsof transcribingTurkish texts into suitable
Latin alphabetshave been discussedfor a long timea.
Much of the attention was taken up, not only with the
devising of appropriate techniquesfor the analysisof
actual transcriptionsof speechs,but with the transliteration of the Arabic alphabet6.
Transliterationsystemsof the Arabic script. such as
that of Íhe Encyclopaediaoí'Islanr. distinguish between
consonantswhich are phonemesin Arabic but not in
Turkish, whereasnotation of consonantalphonemesin
Turkish is deficient,such as postpalatalk (kt;y, kabil).
q; h - x),
In a variety of transliterationsystems(È
scholarshave tried to get round theseprobiems. The
danger of confusing phonology and orthography is
ever presentT.
Almost sixty years have passed since the Turkish
Republic adopted its official Latin alphabet. It is easy
to understandwhy an increasingnumber of scholars
and scholarly journals use it to transcribe Ottoman
texts, or, as the case may be, the full transcription
systemestablishedby the editors of the islam Ansiklouit
pedisi.In this paper an attempt will be made to bring
two Patrrarchalcirculars
1707-1733
ïitïnrr. trtunw
yokdur
pamphlet
l8l8
religious
problem.
late Ottoman evidenceto bear on the
1853RobinsonKru.soshikáy'e.si
bulunmuStur
A great deal of the work of Turkologists has been 1865religiouspamphlet
ctlunatak
taken up with arguing about the notation of vowels. 1870Protestantpamphlet
olundu
Karamanlinovel
ohnamaz,bulmur rarelyhulundu/u
Ottoman spelling was historical and therefore ambi- 1871J72
oldgmtz,bulmuh ctluyor,dostlu{u1885translatedFrenchnovel
guous.The use of plenewriting and orthographic signs
(hareke)varied through the centuries.Just as in Per- l8e8ree
workonreligious
history
,,*n,, llrir, uu,,non
i:ï!,i,.
sian, a number of vowels existed, which was not
(currenlly) oldu1900/01guide-book of book-keeping (rarely) bulman
representedin the Arabic script. On the other hand,
klar;,, bulunmaàTurkish vowels were represented,if only partly, in the
by
hulunabilir
Greek alphabet. As Mefkirre Mollovas rightly Turkish-French dictionary
'correct'
R. Youssouf as the
Dronun'... la legon
observed,
des textes (turcs) en caractères ciation
grecs représentede même un problème, un Karaman
orthodox d'Anatolie le lira à sa manière... un savant
Given the fact that in 1876 Ottoman Turkish had
selon la méthode qu'il choisit.'
been declared the official language of the state, and
This brings us to the purpose of the presentpaper. that Turkish had become compulsory in the schools,
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the preferencefor the older uft over the more modern
ufi can only be explained by the influence of the
Ottoman historical spelling.For guide-booksfor bookkeeping(seeabove),servingpurely practical needs,the
spellingof spoken Turkish was preferred.
I do not propose to present the matter in great
detail. But there is still another aspectof th.isproblem
which we should not overlook. Turkish culture was
and is by no means homogeneous;the languageeven
now differs in various parts of the country and in the
various levels of society. The use of words, spelling.
and pronunciation can all be the expressionofdifferent
'world-views';
take the idiosyncraticspellingsdeliberately devised by Ibnrilemin Mahmud Kemal Inalro.
Ekrem Hakkr Ayverdi and others in order to protest
against the Turkish of the Republic. Deliberately. a
conservativeprinting-house spelled its name Inklab
and not Inkilap; deliberatelyictihad was used in place
of igtihat and Rasul in place of the expected Resulrr.
I will limit myself to some examples.youssouf has
iqin as well as igtin, but he seemsto know only kapu
(1888).Thirty yearslater Bergstràssert2
givesqapuund
qan) as examplesfor words which are pronounced in
various ways; the older pronunciation geliir. agtlsun,
alub as against the more common gelir, aqtlstn, alrb.
The pronunciations kendti, igiln, kapu have survived,
in the background, until the early years of the Republict3. I myself can swear to having heard kapu in or
around 1935,but this is contradictedby Vedat Grinyol.
who is of my age and should know; other personsof
mature age whom I consultedgave varying answers.
Consonants,too, can causedifficulties.Youssouf (p.
18) discusses
the pronunciation of lbl. He points to the
fact that, according to Bianchi, the Osmanhs of the
capital tended to a 'soft' pronunciation of this consonant, whereas,accordingto others,no differencecould
be heard in the pronunciation of lll and //r/. This, in
his opinion, applied to vulgar speech;otherwise the l13l,
for instancein harab, hog, hamur, anahtar. would not
be pronouncedas 'soft' as a lhl,but not as guttural as
with the Arabs.
The lfrl has for him still a slightly nasal character,
but, he adds in a carefully worded observation,.dans
la langueusuellela lettre peut parfaitementse prononcer comme un simple n' (p. 6 f.). He points to the fact
that the nasal lííl was lnl in the colloquial (p. 6).
Thus, until a general consensusis reached, every
editor will have to decidefor himself how to transcribe
in thesecases.This appliesespeciallyto the so-calledqp-t r:ulela.Youssouf sometimesgivestwo spellings,the
'official'
one and the 'colloquial' one.
agac
bulumac
kíikíird

agag
bulumaq
ktikiirt

On the ayn Youssouf remarks, 'ordinairement. en
turc, le son de cette lettre est à peine sensible'(but not

t-)

wholly disappeared).The educatedof the capital, he
continues, ,fónt sentir le son de l,ayn, to distinguish
words which would otherwisesound alike, and he gives
some examoles:
'adem
'arz

adem
utl

ibda'

ibda'(p. 16)

In 1918 Bergstràsserlsobserved,.Zwischen Vokabeln schwindet er [the 'a1,n] bet ungezwungenem
Sprechenwohl stets, sonst, z.B. beim Lesen, wird er
von manchenPersonengelegentlichbewahrt'.
An immenseArabic and Persianvocabulary was in
use in colloquial and written Turkish. Some of these
words were used only occasionally,whereas a great
number of loan words becamepart of the basic vocabulary of Ottoman Turkish and - to a much lesser
degree- of the Turkish of today. The existenceof a
massive volume of Arabic words sometimesevoked
protests such as that by Namrk Kemál: 'Iki sahifelik
bir yan okumak iqin seksendeía Kamus veva Burhan'a
mtiraceat mecburiyetínde brakmak
bir mari/èt
midir?'r6 E. Prokoschin his Zarsludienrl studiedsome
of the changeswhich Arabic loans underwentin Ottoman Turkish.
Generallyspeaking,the pronunciation of loan words
changed considerablyin the borrowing process.The
transcriber has to decide whether to indicate vowel
length in loan words as opposedto the short vowels of
native Turkish words, depending on whether the
speech of educated Istanbulis is recorded. It is of
secondaryimportance whether these vowels are a full
lengthls or half length. In Turkicized words such as
dost the context will help decide whether vowel length
is to be indicated or not.
An attempt must be made to separatewords which.
in the Latin script, are orthographicallyidentical, but
distinct in meaning or grammatical function. These
should always be marked in order to avoid misunder_
standings,such as miitebàkí and mitebakí.
Someof thesephonetic,morphologicaland semantic
changes have entered the language of the educated.
many have not. A. Tietze has stressedthe significance
of the colloquial - I dislike the term .vulgar' - for
our knowledgeof Turkish 1q.
In our search for the actual pronunciation we are
assistedby the Dictionnaire Turc-Franqaisen caractères
latins et turcs. lts compiler, R. youssouf. listed the
occurrenceof the following pairs:
hazar
dath (also datlu)
adam
agac
'anber

pazar
tatlt
adem
agaQ
'amher

In the Dictionnaire he listedmatbah and moutvak.In
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dath both pronunciations are justified, although I
would, starting out from actual Turkish, prefer tath.
By the way, Youssouf is one of the first to use the
colloquial moutvak (mutfak), whereasin written texts
matbah is taken for granted.
This brings to mind the anecdoteof the use cf the
'ayn
as a criterion to detectpolitical opponents.When
in 1909 the reactionary revolt of pro-Islamic groups
(the 3l March Incident) had been put down and the
rebelswere collected,they were asked to pronounce a
'ayr
word with
Ser'an, kat'-i nazar, va'd - and
'ayn
those who pronounced Íhe
correctly - who but a
'ayn? cleric could pronounce the
were arrested
'ayn
immediately ... The
is of course rememberedin
the inflection of cami: a construction endins in camísi
is still regardedas sub-standard20.
To continue with R. Youssoufs listings: he shows
that among the relatively uneducated there were, of
course, regional differences, too; compare some
examplesin Turkish Latin script:
'correct'

'vulgar'

miibasir
miijde
peSiman
terceme
mucebince
mtibarek

mubasr
miisto
pisman,pisman
terctime
micibince
mubarek

Next to each other we find:
muhtasar
muktedir
mumin
mutale'a
mutqntan
muvakkat

mtihtasar
míiktedir
miimin
mutala'a, míitale'a
miitentan
miivakkat

Uncertainties still persist in the pronunciation of
Arabic borrowings. RecentlyI read in a journal that a
pupil asked his teacher whether it should be bazen or
bazan, whereupon another pupil answered 'bazan
bazan,bazende bazen'.
To sum up: Those for whom the Arabic script is no
obstaclewill take the spelling of an Ottoman Turkish
text to represent a specific pronunciation. For the
scholar this will depend on his knowledge. For the
Turkish reader it will be much as in his present-day
pronunciation (seethe remarks by M. Mollova quoted
above).
To the general reader interestedin the contents of
Ottoman texts the Arabic script will be an unnecessary
hindrance.He will be grateful for a transcription (and
not a transliteration)21.'Even an indifferent transcription', to quote Sir Gerard Clauson again, 'is more
useful than a perfect transliteration.'22
The guiding principle should be to produce a transcription which is as easyas possibleto follow. To this

end Turkicized loan words of Arabic or Persianorigin
should be treated as Turkish words.
Our knowledge of the phonetics of Turkish in its
various phasesis so imperfect that our reconstruction
has to be approximate23.The relationship between
languageand the background and environment of the
individual speakermust be taken into account.
Without going into (contemporary) transcription
texts, I only wish to remind the reader that many
vocalized texts represent popular and colloquial
Turkish, which will not necessarilycorrespond to the
speech of well-read and educated circles. I would
propose to use the Turkish of thesecircles,of the first
quarter of the twentieth century, as a starting-point,
sinceit servedas standard for the simple katib,Ioo2a.
The principle for the transcription of Ottoman
Turkish texts should be: as little diacritics as possible
and as many as necessary.For Turkish words some
diacritic signs will have to be added, for example for,
the palatalizedlkl in k'óy or Arabic k'abil2s. As has
been said above, until a consensusis reached,every
editor has to decide for himself, according to his text
material. if and when he will change from lul lrl Ío lul
lul, how long he considers líil and ibl as different
sounds from lnr and lhl. and how he treats the socalled q-p-t rule.
We need word indexes or concordancesof various
stagesof Ottoman. Theseare still only availablefor a
small number of works in Old Ottoman. The Tarama
Sózlil!il produced by the Trirk Dil Kurumu is still of
considerablevalue. We are also in urgent need of an
abbreviatedindex of the Ottoman spellingsin the New
RedhouseDictionary, which R. Avery promised us in
196826.
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